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Abstract
For a prudent decision maker, this note indicates that she prefers to receive risk compensation in the bad state when she is risk averse, while she prefers to receive risk compensation in
the good state when she is risk loving. In particular, our results have a certain instructive significance to further capture experimental evidence supporting the observation of Eeckhoudt
et al. (2009) and Crainich et al. (2013).
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1 Introduction
The risk preference of prudence is fundamental concept in the study of economic decision making.
Within an expected utility (EU) framework, Menezes et al. (1980) introduce the concept of downside risk aversion and show that a decision maker (DM) with the utility function u is downside risk
averse if and only if she has a convex marginal utility function, i.e., u′′′ > 0, this condition is also
equivalent to prudence coined by Kimball (1990). Naturally, in order to characterize the strength
of precautionary saving motive (Leland, 1968; Sandmo, 1970; Dréze and Modigliani, 1972), Kimball proposes a local index of absolute prudence −u′′′ /u′′ in the spirit of Arrow (1971) and Pratt
(1964). In contrast, Modica and Scarsini (2005) provide an alternative measure for the intensity
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of local downside risk aversion u′′′ /u′ in the spirit of Ross (1981) and present the corresponding
comparative criterion.
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Surprisingly, Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger (2006) interpret the concept of downside risk aversion or prudence as a preference for disaggregating a zero mean risk and a sure reduction in wealth
across two equally likely states of nature. In particular, Eeckhoudt et al. (2009) present an alternative explanation for viewing aversion to higher order risks as a type of lottery preference for
combining relatively good outcomes with relatively bad outcomes; as opposed to the alternative
of combining good with good and bad with bad. More surprisingly, Crainich et al.(2013) discover
that risk lovers are also prudent so that the behavior of prudence is shared by risk averters and risk
lovers. They argue that risk lovers consistently like to combine good with good and bad with bad.
By virtue of Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger’s (2006) framework, Crainich and Eekhoudt (2008)
use the concept of utility premium to further explain that the intensity of local downside risk
aversion might be measured by u′′′ /u′ .
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Specifically, Crainich and Eeckhoudt demonstrate that

the utility premium can be vanished by adding the risk compensation to the good state. As pointed
out by Crainich and Eeckhoudt that many other forms of compensation are possible to explain
u′′′ /u′ as the measure of downside risk aversion or prudence. In fact, these risk compensations
indeed capture the intensity of downside risk aversion. Recently, Ebert and Wiesen (2014) measure
the intensity of risk aversion, prudence, and temperance based on the risk compensation in a
laboratory experiment, where the risk compensation is simultaneously received in both states.
The motive of this note originates from such question: If a prudent DM has a chance to receive the risk compensation in the one of two states (the good and bad state), which state does
the DM prefer to receive the risk compensation in ? Unlike Crainich and Eekhoudt (2008) and
Ebert and Wiesen (2014), this note considers a different form of risk compensation, i.e., the risk
compensation might be received in the bad state other than the good state or both states. Accordingly, our note also discusses the relations among these risk compensations received in the
different states. More recently, outside EU, the growing number of experimental studies on higher
order risk preferences has emerged (Deck and Schlesinger (2010, 2014), Ebert and Wiesen (2011,
2014), Noussair et al. (2014) and so on). Indeed the original intention of this note is to mainly
elicit a clue to capturing experimental evidence supporting the important observation of Eeck1

Jindapon and Neilson (2007) present a generalization of nth degree Ross risk aversion, while Li (2009) and Denuit

and Eeckhoudt (2010) independently provide the comparative criterion for higher order Ross more risk aversion.
2
Friedman and Savage (1948) originally introduce the concept of utility premium, which is defined as the loss in
expected utility caused by an introduction of risk.
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houdt et al. (2009) and Crainich et al. (2013). Undoubtedly, our result helps to experiment design
of measuring the intensity of prudence.
This note is organized as follows. In the next section, within EU and outside EU, we separately analyze the risk preferences of the risk averters and the risk lovers to receiving the risk
compensation. Section 3 presents the main result, i.e., the prudent DM prefers to receive the
risk compensation in the bad state when she is risk averse, while she prefers to receive the risk
compensation in the good state when she is risk loving. A brief conclusion is drawn in section 4.

2 Lottery Preference and Marginal Utility
Outside EU, let us briefly recall extremely attractive lottery defined by Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger
(2006). For random variables X and Y , let [X, Y ] be a lottery that yields X or Y , each with equal
probability. Consider two lotteries, A = [x, x − k + ε̃] and B = [x − k, x + ε̃], where k is a
arbitrary positive constant and ε̃ is a zero mean risk. Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger define prudence
as a preference for B over A. Thus, prudence displays a type of preference for disaggregation of
a sure loss of size k and the addition of a zero mean random variable ε̃.
In particular, Eeckhoudt et al. (2009) further indicate that the risk preferences of a risk averse
and prudent DM ( u′′ (x) < 0 and u′′′ (x) > 0 for all x) can be characterized by preferences over
50-50 lotteries that display a preference for combining good with bad over combining good with
good and bad with bad. Specifically, for lottery A = [x, x − k + ε̃], x is relatively good state, while
x − k + ε̃ is relatively bad state; For arbitrary m > 0, m is obviously better than 0, as a result, a
risk averse and prudent DM prefers combining good with bad (x with 0, and m with x − k + ε̃)
over combining good with good (x with m) and bad with bad (0 with x− k + ε̃). Consequently, the
DM is risk averse and prudent if she prefers A′′ = [x, x − k + m + ε̃] to A′ = [x + m, x − k + ε̃].
Similarly, Crainich et al. (2013) show that the risk preference of a risk loving and prudent
DM (u′′ (x) > 0 and u′′′ (x) > 0 for all x) can be characterized by preferences over 50-50 lotteries
that display a preference for mixing good with good and bad with bad over mixing good with bad
and bad with good. Specifically, for lottery A = [x, x − k + ε̃] and lottery [0, m], a risk loving and
prudent DM prefers mixing good with good (x with m) and bad with bad (x − k + ε̃ with 0) over
mixing good with bad (x with 0 and x − k + ε̃ with m). Consequently, the DM is risk loving and
prudent if she prefers A′ = [x + m, x − k + ε̃] to A′′ = [x, x − k + m + ε̃].
Within EU, from the viewpoint of marginal utility analysis, we know that a prudent DM prefers
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to receive the risk compensation in the bad state when she is risk averse, while she prefers to
receive the risk compensation in the good state when she is risk loving. In other words, the DM
always prefers to receive the risk compensation in the state where its marginal utility is higher. This
is because: for all x, k ≥ 0 and x−k ≥ 0, for the risk averter, u′′ (x) < 0 implies u′ (x) < u′ (x−k),
under the assumption of prudence, i.e., u′′′ > 0, we have u′ (x − k) < Eu′ (x − k + ε̃) (by Jensen’s
inequality), thus u′ (x) < Eu′ (x − k + ε̃), indeed the DM prefers to receive the risk compensation
in the bad state; In contrast, for the risk lover, u′′ (x) > 0 implies u′ (x) > u′ (x − k), under
the assumption of prudence, i.e., u′′′ > 0, we have Eu′ (x − k + ε̃) > u′ (x − k), under proper
conditions,

3

it implies that u′ (x) > Eu′ (x − k + ε̃), thus the DM prefers to receive the risk

compensation in the good state.

3 Risk Compensation to Prudent Decision Maker
Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger (2006) and Crainich et al. (2013) have shown that a DM is prudent if
she always prefers lottery B to lottery A in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Lottery preference as prudence
Within EU, for the prudent DM with the utility function u(x), we have:
1
1
1
1
u(x − k) + Eu(x + ε̃) > u(x) + Eu(x − k + ε̃)
2
2
2
2
where x is a positive initial wealth, k is a positive constant and ε̃ is a zero mean risk.
In order to maintain the utility level when the pains (−k and ε̃) are disaggregated, i.e.,
1/2u(x − k) + 1/2Eu(x + ε̃), Crainich and Eeckhoudt (2008) indicate that it needs to provide
the risk compensation to the prudent DM for the risk misapportionment.
To this end, for the prudent DM, let mG and mB denote respectively the risk compensation
received in the good and bad state such that she is indifferent between B and A′ or A′′ in Figure 2
and Figure 3.
3

Without loss of generality, given the zero mean risk ε̃ = [p, a; 1 − p, b], thus u′ (x) > Eu′ (x − k + ε̃) is equivalent

to
u′ (x) − u′ (x − k + b)
u′ (x) − u′ (x − k + a)
> (<)
a
b
if a > (<) 0.
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Figure 2: The risk compensation mG such that B is indifferent to A′
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Figure 3: The risk compensation mB such that B is indifferent to A′′
Accordingly, within EU, B ∼ A′ and B ∼ A′′ are equivalent respectively to
1
1
1
1
u(x − k) + Eu(x + ε̃) = u(x + mG ) + Eu(x − k + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(1)

1
1
1
1
u(x − k) + Eu(x + ε̃) = u(x) + Eu(x − k + mB + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(2)

and

However, for the risk averse DM, what will happen if the same risk compensation mB is
received in the good state instead of in the bad state? Obviously, according to the idea of Eeckhoudt
et al. (2009), we know that the following inequality holds when the DM is prudent:
1
1
1
1
u(x) + Eu(x − k + mB + ε̃) > u(x + mB ) + Eu(x − k + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(3)

Inequality (3) implies that if the prudent DM has a chance to make decision that the risk
compensation is added to either the good state or the bad state, she prefers to receive the risk
compensation in the bad state rather than in the good state when she is risk averse. Associating
equation (1) and (2) with inequality (3), we have:
1
1
1
1
u(x + mG ) + Eu(x − k + ε̃) > u(x + mB ) + Eu(x − k + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(4)

Thus, inequality (4) implies mG > mB due to monotonicity of u. In order to measure the
intensity of prudence, Ebert and Wiesen (2014) add the risk compensation mP R to lottery A such
that the prudent DM is indifferent between lottery B and lottery A′′′ = A + mP R in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The risk compensation m such that B is indifferent to A′′′
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Accordingly, within EU, we have:
1
1
1
1
u(x − k) + Eu(x + ε̃) = u(x + mP R ) + Eu(x − k + mP R + ε̃)
2
2
2
2
From analysis above, we know that mB < mP R < mG .
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As described in section 2, for the

risk averse and prudent DM, indeed the decision to be made that the risk compensation should
be received in the bad state is in line with the idea of disaggregation of pains, which is in fact
advocated all along by Eeckhoudt and Schlesinger (2006) and Eeckhoudt et al. (2009).
Analogous to the analysis of the risk averter, however, the risk loving and prudent DM have
the opposite decision. Thus we obtain the following result.
P ROPOSITION 3.1 Assume that the decision maker is prudent, to maintain the same utility level
when the pains are disaggregated,
(i) if the decision maker is risk averse, then she prefers to receive the risk compensation in the
bad state, and mB < mG ;
(ii) if the decision maker is risk loving, then she prefers to receive the risk compensation in the
good state, and mG < mB ,
where mG and mB satisfy the equation (1) and (2), respectively.
In order to measure the intensity of prudence, we here use the same technique in Crainich and
Eeckhoudt (2008), i.e., a second order approximation à la Arrow-Pratt approach, the approximate
expression of the risk compensation to the risk averter, mB , is obtained :
mB ∼
=

1

σ2 u′′′ (x)
2 u′ (x)
2 ′′′ (x)
+ σ2 uu′ (x)

k

while Crainich and Eeckhoudt (2008) obtain the approximate expression of the risk compensation
to the risk averter, mG :
σ 2 u′′′ (x)
k
mG ∼
=
2 u′ (x)
4

Under the assumption of prudence, we know that mP R (mB or mG ) is always larger than 0 and less than k, i.e.,

0 < m < k, otherwise,
1
1
1
1
u(x) + Eu(x − k + m + ε̃) > u(x − k) + Eu(x + ε̃)
2
2
2
2
where m represents the risk compensation mP R in Ebert and Wiesen (2014), mG in Crainich and Eeckhoudt (2008)
and mB in this note, respectively.
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Obviously, mB < mG .
Proposition 3.1 shows that it is optimal decision to the prudent DM that the risk compensation
should be received in the bad state when she is risk averse, while the risk compensation should
be received in the good state when she is risk loving. As shown in section 2, indeed the intuition
behind the result is that the marginal utility is decreasing in wealth level when the DM is risk
averse, while the marginal utility is increasing in wealth level when the DM is risk loving.
Let now us consider the case of two decision makers, assume that u(x) and v(x) are their
respective utility function. For the prudent DM with utility function v(x), let nG and nB denote
respectively the risk compensation received in the good and bad state such that the following
equations hold:
1
1
1
1
v(x − k) + Ev(x + ε̃) = v(x + nG ) + Ev(x − k + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(5)

1
1
1
1
v(x − k) + Ev(x + ε̃) = v(x) + Ev(x − k + nB + ε̃)
2
2
2
2

(6)

and

P ROPOSITION 3.2 Assume that u(x) and v(x) are all prudent decision makers, if the intensity
of downside risk aversion on u(x) is larger than that on v(x), i.e.,
v ′′′ (x)
u′′′ (x)
≥
u′ (x)
v ′ (x)
(i) if u(x) and v(x) are all risk averse, then mB ≥ nB , where mB and nB satisfy the equation
(2) and (6), respectively;
(ii) if u(x) and v(x) are all risk loving, then mG ≥ nG , where mG and nG satisfy the equation
(1) and (5), respectively.
Consequently, Proposition 3.2 reveals the relation between the risk compensation and the intensity of downside risk aversion. In other words, Proposition 3.2 shows that the DM is whether
risk averse or not risk loving, the more the intensity of downside risk aversion, the larger the risk
compensation to the DM. 5
Following Ebert and Wiesen’s (2014) experiment design,
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according to Proposition 3.1 and

Proposition 3.2, we can indeed make a experiment design measure the intensity of prudence.
5

It needs to stress that the result maybe only hold for the small risk and loss, however it maybe not hold for the

large risk.
6
Ebert and Wiesen (2014) provide subjects with a menu of pairwise lottery choices in order to identify subjects’
degrees of prudence. Specifically, subjects make 60 decisions, the 60 decisions divide into 20 decisions on 3 different
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Specifically, the risk compensation can only be received in either the good state or the bad state
rather than both states. In such experiment design, we not only identify the intensity of prudence,
but meantime test for the direction of second order risk preferences, i.e., the subject is risk aversion
or risk loving. Theoretically, the subject prefers to receive the risk compensation in the bad state
when she is risk averse, while the subject prefers to receive the risk compensation in the good
state when she is risk loving. In particular, we can verify that whether the behavior the subject
behaves is consistent with the risk preference observed in testing for the direction of second order
risk preferences. In this regard, our experiment design seems feasible.

4 Conclusion
This note is mainly devoted to an analysis of the risk compensation to the prudent decision maker.
Unlike Crainich and Eekhoudt (2008) and Ebert and Wiesen (2014), this note considers a different
form of risk compensation. Undoubtedly, our results have a certain instructive significance to
measure the intensity of prudence in a laboratory setting.
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